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APPROPRIATION (PARLIAMENT) BILL; APPROPRIATION BILL: 
EDUCATION, TOURISM, INNOVATION AND SMALL BUSINESS COMMITTEE 

Mr KRAUSE (Beaudesert—LNP) (9.00 pm): In rising to make a contribution to the committee 
report on the budget estimates, I note as the member for Beaudesert that in terms of the education 
budget there is nothing but neglect from this government for our local schools. I will always support our 
schools. I know they love the autonomy that they were given under the stewardship of the former 
minister for education and the Great Results Guarantee. It allowed them to specifically target the literacy 
and numeracy needs of their school communities.  

Not even Beaudesert State High School, which is going to be bursting at the seams in the future, 
received any attention in this education budget. It needs more land, better parking and more buildings 
to cater for its growth. We also need to ensure the school is properly equipped to deal with bullying 
issues that have been raised with me—strong policies to stop bullying, support for principals and the 
other staff and resources to back the plan.  

Not one cent from the $200 million package for schools that was announced earlier this year 
came to my electorate. The announcement that some work might be done on a pedestrian crossing 
outside the Beaudesert State High School comes after two years of representation. It is still not a 
certainty whilst an easy fix to the exit of that state high school remains unfunded.  

There are other issues around the electorate as well, including at Harrisville State School and 
Canungra State School where flashing school zone lights are required. Access at Canungra State 
School is a real issue for parents and carers on a daily basis.  

I welcome the increase in support for Beechmont State School to look after their grounds. It is a 
smallish school that has very large grounds. The grounds grow very fast. They need a little extra help 
to look after the grounds. It is something I have been lobbying for ever since I came into this place. It is 
good to see that that support is being given.  

Overall, this budget fails the schools in my electorate. They need more support. They need more 
investment for a growing region. I will keep on fighting for them from Beechmont in the south to 
Grandchester in the west.  

I turn now to the tourism portfolio. Last week’s decision about the ASF proposal on the Gold 
Coast says much of what we need to know about this government and tourism. Tourism needs 
investment in attractions, in hotels and in infrastructure to unlock the potential of all of Queensland’s 
tourism.  

Leading an investor into several years of negotiations, proposals, inviting them to spend their 
cash—several million dollars apparently—on a proposal and then turning around and slamming the 
door in their face is no way to grow investor confidence for potential tourism infrastructure. It has been 
done on a number of occasions now by this Labor government. It is the way they treat proponents on 
the Gold Coast, in Cairns and on Great Keppel Island. It simply flies in the face of all the rhetoric we 
hear about this government being about jobs, jobs, jobs.  
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We found out in estimates that Labor knew and TEQ knew before it happened that China 
Southern was cancelling their charter flights into Cairns for Chinese New Year this year. Did anybody 
from TEQ or the government have the guts to tell the businesses in Cairns that were planning on a 
bumper season? No, nobody. We even had the Labor candidate on the board of TEQ at time. Did he 
tell local businesses about this? I do not think so. They only found out about it through the media in 
January.  

If tourism and other businesses in Cairns think their local Labor candidate is going to be their 
advocate, their voice, they are sadly mistaken. Like so many people opposite—except the member for 
Maryborough, who has being very candid with the public of Queensland in the last couple of weeks—
he was missing in action when the tough decisions and calls were made. Maybe he had the flu that day; 
I do not know.  

There have been other comments made by the Labor candidate for Cairns in recent days. He 
has said that he does not want another Cairns casino or integrated resort. It is a bit like the Premier 
who made comments in last six or 12 months that when she goes to Cairns she hears comments that 
they do not want more tourists in Cairns because they are full up. That is not what I hear when I go to 
Cairns. They want more tourists. They want more planes coming in. They want more people going there 
and spending money. It sounds like the Labor candidate for Cairns will not be the voice for Cairns, but 
will actually be Brisbane’s boy in Cairns—Labor’s man in Cairns.  

This government is all about talk and no action on tourism. Queensland continues to slip behind 
New South Wales and Victoria because this do-nothing government has failed to capitalise on a tourism 
boom that Australia is experiencing right now. We continue to slip behind New South Wales and Victoria 
on a number of key indicators. That is because this government is a do-nothing government that cannot 
capitalise on the boom that we are experiencing in tourism right now. It stands to be condemned for 
that record. 

 


